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It is shown that the Affine Toda models (AT) constitute a "gauge fixed'1 version of the
Conformai Affine Toda model (CAT). This result enables one to map every solution of the
AT modela into an infinite number of solutions of the corresponding CAT models, each
one associated to a point of the ort it of the coafonnal group. The Hirota's r-function are
it Produced and soli ton solutions for the AT and CAT models associated to SL(r 4-1) and
SP(r) axe constructed.
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1 Introduction
Two dimensional integrable non linear models have been studied quite extensively in the
past year*. More recently those models possessing conformai in variance have received
special attention. One reason for that U the connection between integrability and conformai
properties, which endow those theories with a very rich structure.

Among the models most studied are the Toda field theories. These can be classified
in three hierarchies according to the algebraic structure underlying their associated linear
system (zero curvature condition or Lax equation). First come the Conformai Toda mod-
els (CT) associated to the finite simple Lie algebras with the simplest example being the
Liouvilk model (SL{2)). These are conformally invariant two dimensional field theories
and their solutions have been constructed using highest weight representations of Lie alge-
bras [1]. l h e symmetric» of these models are described by the so called W-algebras [2,3].
The CT theories can be obtained via Hamiltonian reduction from WZNW models [3]. The
one dimensional version of these models can also be obtained by Hamilton]an reduction
from non compact symmetric space* [4,5]. Then we have the Amne Toda models (AT) as-
sociated to the loop algebras, These are not conformally invariant but have been shown to
be completly integrable [6]. Solutions to some classes of models of this hierarchy have been
constructed using different methods [7,8]. However the analysis of Leznov and Saveliev [l]
does not work in this case because of lack of highest weight representations. The most
popular member of that hierarchy is the Sinh-Gordon model associated to the SL{2) loop
algebra. Finally there are the recently proposed Conformai Amne Toda modela (CAT)
which are related to the Kac-Moody algebras (9,10,11]. These are confonnally invariant
field theories, and it has been shown that they can be obtained via Hamiltonian reduction
from WZNW models associated to two-loop Kac-Moody algebras [9,12]. The symmetries
of these models are described by some type of W-infinity algebra [13,14]. The solutions
of the CAT models can be constructed using the Leznov and Saveliev analysis as it has
been shown, for the SL(2) case, in ref. [10]. Here we give the corresponding solution to
any Kac-Moody algebra. The solutions of the AT models can then be obtained from the
solutions of the CAT models by setting a particular field to zero. However, finding the
explicit space-time dependence of the solution is quite hard in pratice due to the fact one
is dealing with representations of the Kac-Moody algebra with non vanishing central term.

The CAT model contains two extra field* with respect to its corresponding AT coun-
terpart with one of th in beii g * free field. In this note we show that the AT models
constitute in fact a *gaugf fixed" version of the CAT models. The space of regular solu-
tions of this free field constitute an orbit of the conformai group. We then show that the
free field can be "gauged" away by a conform&l transformation leading the CAT model to
tie AT model together with the second extra field, lying in the transformed space time. As
a consequence of this result any solution of the AT model* can be mapped into an infinite
number of solutions of the CAT model, each corresponding to a point of such orbit. We
also introduce the Hirota's r functions for t t : CAT model and show how to obtain soliton
solutions for the cases of S>L{T + 1) and £>P(r)- Our results constHute in i&ct} a gener-
alization of the analysis for SL[r + 1) given in ref [8], Explicit examples for SL{2) case
are considered. The generalization for the remaining Kac-Moody algebras is now under



investigation.

2 The connection between the AT and CAT models
The equations of motion of the CAT model are given by [9,10]:

* * (1)
(2)

d.d+v = Lqoc

where K^ = 2a..a t /oJ is the Cartan Matrix of a simple Lie algebra Ç, a, 6 = 1,..., rank
Ç, V »s the highest root of Ç, K# — 2V>at/oJ, £ are positive integers appearing in the
expansion i = CS^» w n e r e a« *** ^ «imple roots of (7 and ç*, ç° are coupling constants.
The derivatives d± are v.r.t. the light cone coordinates x* = x ± t.

These equations can be written ID the form of a rero curvature condition (associated
linear system) (10,9]

0+A--a_A+ + lA+,X-] = O (4)

where

f A. = -a_* + t-^e. (5)

and
* rankÇ |

^ . (6)

•«1 ««1

These equations are invariant under the conformai transformations

I + - » X + = / ( J + ) , z _ - x _ = y ( r . ) (8)

ii the new fields are defined as:

(11)

where /» is the Coxeter number of the algebra Ç, B is arbitrary and r* is denned as

fnkC
(12)



and it satisfies

" " ' " ^ * « fc-1 (13)
U l

Therefore tbe exponential of the (negative of) fields ̂ - , /i, i' are primary fields of dimensions
( rV) , ( fc /2 , /» /2) , (£ ,a ) respectively.

The general solution of the CAT model associated to SL(2) was constructed in ref {10]
using the method of Leznov and Saveliev [1]. The generalization to any other algebra is
quite straightforward and the result is

\x_y-K-^ IJ^.)) (14)
-) = {A(0), f+MM+MM:1^'*'*-* I A(o)) (15)

and since /J is a free field

(16)

where t*±(x±) are arbitrary functions, K±(x±) are element* of the Cartan subalgebra of
the Kac-Moody algebra v associa*ed to Ç, containing the parameters of the solution

= £ F±(*±)H°. í 2íí±(x±)D + Ux±)C (17)

M± are exponentiations of real linear combinations of the positive/regative root step
operators of Ç. The parameters in M± are functions of i + / * - only and are determined in
terms of the parameters of the solution through

(18)

(19)

The group elements M± appear in fact in the Gauss-type decomposition

y, = cK-N+M. , 9J = eK+7V.M+ (20)

whe. e Çi and ya are defined as

The states | A^4j), o = 1,2, ...ronlí/ and j A(o}) are highest weight states of representa'ions
of the Kac-Moody algebra Ç v,hexe the highest weights are the fundamental weights Aíé)
and Ajoj of Ç,

Eqs. (14)-(16) constitute the general solution for the CAT t iodei equations of motion.
We see it depends upon 2(ranV{? + 2) chiral parameters. However, in practice, such result
is not very useful when one wants to know the explicit space-time dependence of a given
soluti< n. The reason is, basically, that the quantities M± axe exponentiations of hn infinite
number of generators. Unlike tho finite dimensional case [1] they do not belong to a nilpo-
tent subgroup. On the other hand» such form of the solutions are very closely reh ied to



dressing transformation», exchange algebras and mn useful in the study of the symmetries
of the model [15,16].

We now show that the Amne Tod* model can be under*tood as a CAT model when
the conformai lymmetry ii in some •ense "gauge fixed". Tbe idea consists basically in
confonnally tranforming the 6eld fi away for every solution of it. We start by redefining
the fields as

¥»' = • •—*« 9«£f« (22)
In terras of them the equations of motion become

(23)
= O (24)

d.d+u = ^fc-*»^S (25)
V

and the quantity $ in (6) becomes

E t J (26)

where Tj = 2*5/7° + hD, with 6 = j$2o>c ^r. >s the generator used to perform the so
called homogeneous grading of a Kac-Moody algebra. Notice that e"* are scalars under
conformai transformations . If we set the parameter B to iero in (11), c" is also scalar.
On the other hand c** is a (1,1) prii iary field. Performing now a conformai transformation
(9>(11) with

/ ' ( x + ) = e*<**> , i ' (x-) = e*-«*-> (27)

where T)±{X±) are solutions of tne r\ field, i.e., i/(r+ ,x_) = ij+(x+) + iy_(i_) (see (16)), one
obtains

Therefore the space of regular solutions of the 17 fielf' constitute just one orbit of the
conformai group. Consequently, for every solution of rç, the equations of motion of tbe
CAT model can be written as

* W {29)

^ (30)

where the new space time coordinates are determined in terms of the old ones through the
given solution of t?, i.e. i + = /*+ Jj/+e*+^^, x_ = f*~dy-c^'i*-). From now oo we drop
the tildes.

Eqs. (29) correspond to the AfBne Toda equation, which for Ç = SL{2) become
the Sinh-Gordon equation. However (29)-(30) c&^ be written in a more compact form.
Introduce the fields 3



Using the fact that K^ « 2am V /^ ' E - # . O »nd # » ? = -20.o à /aJ£ = - K » one can
write (29)-(30) as

d-õ+Ç = ç'e*"c' (32)

where i,j = 0,1,2...rani£, and where we have introduced the extended Cartão matrix
A'.j of the Kac-Moody algebra £, KtJ = 2ot.Qj/oJ with o, being the simple root* of Ç,
i.e. a0 — — V» and the remaining a., a — 1,2, ...rankÇ, as before. Eq. (32) is not just the
Affine Toda mode! since it possesses one extra field. In the literature one finds the Affine
Toda (or Toda Lattice) model written with one extra field as [6]

The usual Affine Toda is then obtained by noticing that the extended Cartan matrix is
singular and therefore has a null vector, r^K^ = 0 where ^ = n*a. and n£ = 1. So,
the fieid p = n*p* satisfies d.Õ+p — 0. Restrictipg the model to the vacuum p = 0 one
eliminates one field and obtains the usual Affine Toda as given by (29) [6]. However going
from (3?) to (33) would involve a singular transformation between the fields Ç and />' and
therefore they are not really the same model.

The conformai transformation (27) is closely related to the transformation performed
in ref. [12] on the currents of the two-loop Kar-Moody algebra [9] in order to decouple
the non-zero modes of a central current , Under (27), the two-loop Kac-Moody currents
J/t(x+) = kg~ld+g and Jx,(z_) = — kd-gg'1 , where g is an exponentiation of generators
of an ordinary Kac-Moody algebra [9,12], transform as

JRM^C^^^JRM , Ji(x.)^tr^-^-)jL(X.) (34)

where C/J/J, are the components of the currents in the direction of the generator D and
can be written as CR/L(X±) — d±V±(z±) ^^ 1± M m (27)- These are the transformations
performed in [12J except that there the zero modes of C/t/j, were excluded due to the
periodic boundary condition imposed on JRJI.

3 Hirota's method ,, . . .
We njw describe ho v to use the Hirota's method [17] to construct solutions for the Affine
and Confo-ma] Affine Toda models. We introdu ̂ e the r-runctions as

J X (35)

where /£ = 1 and t*, a = 1,2, ...rankÇ as before and

iJo = 0 , iJ. = Ç (RK)-J In \^-j (36)



where R it the matrix with entries R^ = 6^ + n*, with nf being the integers in the

i V ? £ ? ^expansion V *= n?a«»'« •= £fn? W1^ •*>

^ (37)

where h = £ £ ? * n* + 1 is the Caxeter number of Ç. The d, are associated to the
vacuum of the fields <p. w ^ were introduced to make Hirota's equations independent of
the coupling constants q3. We have the freedom to introduce the field o because it will
drop from the exponential interaction term, tince J? is a null vector of the extended Cartan
matrix KtJ(] = 0. In addition, it is related to the vacuum of the field v, and it will help
us in decoupling Hirota's equations into a suitable form.

To simplify the notation we introduce the operator

^ ^ i (38)

which obviously satisfies

A (FG) = A(F) + A(G) , A(F*) = 7 A {F) (39)

The equations one obtains by substituting (35) into (32) can be decoupled as

M = - 0 I I T t - l ) (40)

d+d.a - 0 (41)

where

0 = £tK»4> ícranyj=Oflt...tronkÇ (42)
*>

which, using (37), one can easily show that it is a constant independent of the index j .
The solution for a is therefore

*(*+,*_) = £x+x. + F ( I + ) + C7(I_) (43)

with F and G arbitrary functions. FVom (31) we get the relation between r-functions and
the original CAT model fields

\ ^ j ( 0 ) (44)
To V>J

In ref [8] the Hi rota'» solution for the Àffine Toda models associated to SL(r + 1) was
constructed. In order to get the Hirota's equation the number of r-functions introduced
exceeded the number of fields by one. It is now clear that the extra r- function, namely
to, correspondi to the p field and that the Hirota'i equation is intrinsically related to the
structure of the CAT model.

6



Notice that the Hirota's equation (40) is invariant under scale transformations oa the
T-functions, tj —• AT,, aince J* is a null vector of the extended Cartan matrix. ThisT, ,

U *guarantees that when both aides of (40) are multiplied by T, *, all terms will be of the
same order in r. Obviously, the equations will be bilinear in r only for those algebras where
if = 1 for all >'s. That happens for the algebras ÈL(r + 1) and Sp(r). We next apply
the Hirota method to the CAT mod d described by (29) and (30) for these two algebras.
The application of such method to the remaining algebras is now under investigation and
it will be published elsewhere.

3.1 SL(r +1)

For SL(r + 1 ) the N soliton solution from Hirota's method was obtained in {8]. The r
functions for the 51(2) CAT and AT models were also considered in ref.[15,18]. Here we
give a short account of those results for completeness. The integers £ , c = 1,2, ...r are all
equal to unity in this case. The extended Cartan matrix is obtained from the usual one by
adding an extra row and colnmm corresponding to an extra point in the Dynkin diagram.
It is given by

(45)

2
- 1

0
•

0
- 1

- 1
2

- 1

•
0
0

0
- 1

2

"

0

0
0

- 1

»
0

• • *

« • *

* • -

- 1
0

0
0
0
•

2
- 1

- 1 >
0
0

- 1
2 ,

The equations for the tau functions corresponding to (40) becomes

(46)

j — 0,1, ...r, where rJ+r+i = tj is understc M from the periodicity of the extended Dynkin
diagram. The above system admits N soli to u solutions of tt * form

(47)

We now seek for one soli ton solution, i.e. Tj — 1 + tr^\ where

r<'> = «cpfr(z - vt - OMi
The truncation of (47) in order < is consistent if we impose the following recursion relations

S> = 6^6^ N (49)

An obvious solution satisfying the periodicity condition, r ' | , = r^ is given in terms of
the (r + l)-th root of unit, i.e.

6j=u>t (50)

where w — exp(^),fc = 0,1,2, ...r. The wave parameter» f and v are related by

(51)



3.2 SP(r)

Again in this case the integers I* = l , j = 0,1, ...r. The extended Cartan matrix is givej
by

/ 2 - 2 0 0 ... 0 0
- 1 2 - 1 0 . . . 0 0

0 - 1 2 - 1 . . . O O
K (52

0 0 . . . 0 - 1 2 - 1
\ 0 0 0 ••• 0 - 2 2 ,

The system of equations for the tau functions corresponding to (40) can therefore LN
obtained by reading off the elements of the extended Cartan matrix, i.e.

T 0
5 A ( T 0 ) = 0(T}-T*)

T . 5 A ( T . ) = 0 ( T J - . ^ T . ^ ) f c r c = l , 2 , . . . , r - l

(53;

(54;

The one oliton solutions is again obtained setting r, = 1 -J- tr}' , where

r)1» = «cp(7(x - vt - ()}$,

This case leads to two solutions. One is obtained setting 6Q = 6t = ... = 6T yielding 7 ^ C
and v1 = I, i.e.,

implying from (44)

(56]

The second solution is obtained when í» = Í3 = ... = 6^ and —ÍQ = ^ — 63= ... =
)iddi .g

J 1 »
* here the wave paratneter» are related as

7*0 - »») = 1 6 ^

Again from (44) we get

V?" = d, for a even

(57)

(58)

. foroodd

(59)

where a = l,2,...r. Nc tice that <p* for a odd constitute* copies of the Sinh-Gordc &oliton.

8



3.3 The 51(2) Case
We now illustrate the procedure described in the previous sections where the solutions
of the CAT model were shown to be related to those of the AT model with space time
variables parametrized in terms of a free field tj as follows

x -= ( i++x_) *=

t = \{x+-*-)=\{f* dyt*™ - f~ dyt*-™) (60)

Let us consider the CAT model described by equation» (23>(25) for SL{2). The solution
given in terms of the r-functions in (44) reads

1

= -2i arctan(exp(7(r - vt))) + - In ̂ 7
4 ql

+ 0 + M * - 0 (61)

where we have made the choice ( = ^ in (48). Equations (60) stress the fact that there
are infinite many space time new variables in correspondence with the choice of TJ±. In
particular for rj+ = rj_ = 0 the solution for the CAT model field y? is the same as that for
the Sinh-Gordon field .

Consider, for instance, the usual static (in i) soliton solution for the Sinh-Gordon
model, i.e. v = 0 [19]. The corresponding solution for the SL{2) CAT model for given
i}± will not in general be static (in i). In fact, the solution can be completly difterrat and
in some cases the solitonic character is lost. This means its topological charge may not
be preserved by the conio;mal transformation. We have ch^rk^ that for q± = x± the
static Sinh-Gordon soli ton is mapped into a solitonic solution of the $L{2) CAT mod°l. It
travels preserving it $ asymptotic behaviour, and so having a to >ological charge. One can
describe its trajectory by giving, Cor instance, the position of the point y> = *£.

x=-ln(coshO + *o (62)

So, it travels with velocity £ = -tar hi coming from x = -oo (for f = -cc) bouncing at
the point XQ - ln(l ln(tan(^ - \ hi £)) and then returning to x = - c c (for t = oo).

Such procedure can be used to study the perturbation caused by the TJ field on the
solitons of the Affine Toda models. It would be interesting to develop a systematic way of
doing that.
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